


Njfc Anti-Corporal Punishment Campaign:                           
Where do we begin?



Njfc Anti-Corporal Punishment Campaign: 
why lynching?

3. LYNCHING: Acts of racial victimization, terror &

control used against Black people to enforce Jim Crow laws

in southern states; Form of punishment and/or torture

leading to death including hanging and strangling a person

by their neck; Often accompanied by other forms of torture

to prolong the agony of the victim(s), including tarring,

featherings, beating, and mutilation by white racists mobs.

Victims - committed a minor offense, or no crime at all.

4. LYNCHING IN MISSISSIPPI: 1st broadly publicized

deadly lynching - Vicksburg, 1835. Between 1865 and 1950,

there were at least 708 lynchings in MS, the vast majority of

victims being Black. Why???



5. PADDLING: A form of  physical punishment; Using a wooden 

plank to beat a person for committing an offense or for revolting;

• Evolved in use during the Middle Passage to ensure the $$$ value of  

the cargo (i.e., kidnapped Africans) was not diminished by visible 

scars from whippings & other forms of  inhumane brutality & torture; 

• A standard form of  corporal punishment used against slaves, inmates 

in American prisons, and as a form of  discipline in American schools.

6. BLACK STUDENTS &  CORPORAL PUNISHMENT: 
• Black Students = 16% of  the Nation’s Public-school Population

• Black Students = 35% of  Total # of  Corporal Punishment Incidents

• Black Male Students = Highest Corporal Punishment & Suspension Rates

• States w/ Highest Rates of  Lynching = Highest Corporal Punishment Rates

• Mississippi = Recorded Highest Annual Corporal Punishment Rate -18.73%

• Holmes County, MS = Highest # of  CP Incidents In 1 Year - 281 Paddlings!  
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7. SCHOOLHOUSE TO PRISON PIPELINE:
Corporal Punishment → In- & Out-of-School 

Suspensions → Juvenile Incarceration → Adult 

Imprisonment. The U.S. has the highest juvenile 

and adult incarceration rates in the world! 

Mississippi has the 3rd highest incarceration 

rate in the nation! 


